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WE KEEP ON IMPROVING. YOU
GET TO HAVE MORE COMFORT
We aim to offer a unique product in the European segment of
the small-sized camping trailers. So the desire to constantly
improve the quality and functionality characteristics of KULBA
seems quite obvious. For instance, we have designed a
special insulated version of KULBA for travelers who start their
camping season earlier and wind it up later as well as those
who plan to visit places where night temperatures may drop
below the comfortable degrees. This and some other
developments are briefly covered in this newsletter. I wish you
a sunny and cloudless spring!
Aldis Bokmelders
Member of the board, LLC KULBA

Insulated cabin

Double sealing on doors

Increased cargo space

The cabin heat insulation is provided by
the walls and flooring made of the
sandwich-type panels we produce on
our own with the Expanded Polystyrene
(EPS) layer “hidden” between the
plywood sheets. The EPS is a light,
organic material boasting the following:
• excellent heat and cold insulation
qualities,
• biological durability,
• environment-friendly.

For the insulated cabin we have used
the door construction manufactured by
the German company tegos GmbH &
Co. KG. Itʼs made of a light aluminum
frame with two rubber sealing layers,
internal and external, set in.

Well, cargo space might sound like a
bit of an exaggeration since weʼre
talking about the cabin. Even when
traveling light, youʼve still got some
stuff to bring along. The cabin of
KULBA has the place for two, and our
new concept provides a space large
enough to place and open two
standard-sized hand luggage suitcases
or bags.

This design provides for the wall
thickness of 44 mm and flooring
thickness of 40 mm.

This design completely covers the door
gap and provides a 100 % proof against
the penetration of moisture and cold into
the cabin through the door.

On your request we manufacture and
mount also custom-made extra shelves
and shutters.

For more info visit www.kulba.lv, e-mail to office@kulba.lv or check facebook.com/kulba.lv. To unsubscribe, write to office@kulba.lv.!

